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Hevly, Bruce and John Findlay: THE ATOMIC WEST. Copyright 1998, UWP. One cloth copy.


O'Connell, Nicholas: AT THE FIELD'S END. Copyright 1987, Madrona Publisher, 1998, UWP. One cloth copy.


Dehejia, Vidya: LOVE IN ASIAN ART AND CULTURE. Copyright 1998, Smithsonian Institution in association with UWP. One paper copy.


Young, John: CONTEMPORARY PUBLIC ART IN CHINA: A PHOTOGRAPHIC TOUR. Copyright 1999 by UWP. One paper copy.


Moore, Joanne: IMMIGRANTS IN COURTS. Copyright 1999, UWP. One paper copy.

Okihiro, Gary: STORIED LIVES: JAPANESE AMERICAN STUDENTS AND WORLD WAR II. Copyright 1999, UWP. One paper copy.


Ye, Yang: VIGNETTES FROM THE LATE MING. Copyright 1999, UWP. One paper copy.


Patterson, David: ALONG THE EDGE OF ANNIHILATION: THE COLLAPSE AND RECOVERY OF LIFE IN THE HOLOCAUST DIARY. Copyright 1999, David Patterson. One cloth copy.


Washburn, Tahoe Talbot: UNDER POLARIS: AN ARCTIC QUEST. Copyright 1999, UWP. One cloth copy.

Fiege, Mark: IRRIGATED EDEN: THE MAKING OF AN AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPE IN THE AMERICAN WEST. Copyright 1999, UWP. One cloth copy.


Kvideland, Reimund and Henning Sehmsdorf, Eds.: ALL THE WORLD'S REWARD: FOLKTALES TOLD BY FIVE SCANDINAVIAN STORYTELLERS. Copyright 1999, Reimund Kvideland and Henning Sehmsdorf. One cloth copy.


McKelvey, Robert S.: THE DUST OF LIFE: AMERICA'S CHILDREN ABANDONED IN VIETNAM. Copyright 1999, UWP. One cloth copy.


Zipperstein, Steven J.: IMAGINING RUSSIAN JEWRY: MEMORY, HISTORY, IDENTITY. Copyright 1999, UWP. One cloth copy.


Jacobsen, Theodor S.: PLANETARY SYSTEMS FROM THE ANCIENT GREEKS TO KEPLER. Copyright 1999, Astronomy Department, Univ. of Washington. One cloth copy.

Van Deusen, Kira; RAVEN AND THE ROCK: STORYTELLING IN CHUKOTKA. Copyright 1999, UWP. One cloth copy.


White, Richard and John M. Findlay; POWER AND PLACE IN THE NORTH AMERICAN WEST. Copyright 1999, UWP. One cloth copy.

Schwantes, Carlos Arnaldo; LONG DAY’S JOURNEY: THE STEAMBOAT & STAGECOACH ERA IN THE NORTHERN WEST. Copyright 1999, UWP. One cloth copy.

Jonaitis, Aldona: THE YOUQUOT WHALERS’ SHRINE. Copyright 1999, UWP. One cloth copy.


Bounyavong, Outhine: MOTHER’S BELOVED: STORIES FROM LAOS. Copyright 1999, UWP. One paper copy.

Steiner, Evgeny: STORIES FOR LITTLE COMRADES: REVOLUTIONARY ARTISTS AND THE MAKING OF EARLY SOVIET CHILDREN’S BOOKS. Copyright 1999, UWP. One cloth copy.

Friedman, Henry: I’M NO HERO; JOURNEYS OF A HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR. Copyright 1999, UWP. One cloth copy.

Gaidar, Yegor: DAYS OF DEFEAT AND VICTORY. Copyright 1999, UWP. One cloth copy.


Odegaard, Charles E.: A PILGRIMAGE THROUGH UNIVERSITIES. Copyright 1999, UWP. One cloth copy.

Harrell, Stevan, Qubumo, Bamo & Erzi, Ma: MOUNTAIN PATTERNS, THE SURVIVAL OF NUSOSU CULTURE IN CHINA. Copyright 2000, UWP. One paper copy.


Boxberger, Daniel L. with Forward by Chris Friday: TO FISH IN COMMON: THE ETHNOHISTORY OF LUMMI INDIAN SALMON FISHING. Copyright of Forward and Epilogue 2000, UWP. Original copyright 1989, University of Nebraska Press. One paper copy.

Feng, Menglong: STORIES OLD AND NEW: A MING DYNASTY COLLECTION. Copyright 2000, UWP. One cloth copy.


Dissanayake, Ellen: ART AND INTIMACY: HOW THE ARTS BEGAN. Copyright 2000, UWP. One cloth copy.


Lowenthal, David with Foreword by William Cronon: GEORGE PERKINS MARSH: PROPHET OF CONSERVATION. Copyright 2000, UWP. One cloth copy.

Larson, Sidner: CAPTURED IN THE MIDDLE: TRADITION AND EXPERIENCE IN CONTEMPORARY NATIVE AMERICAN WRITING. Copyright 2000, UWP. One cloth copy.

Leong, Russell Charles: PHOENIX EYES AND OTHER STORIES. Copyright 2000, UWP. One cloth copy.


Higashide, Seiichi with Foreword by C Harvey Gardiner: ADIOS TO TEARS: THE MEMOIRS OF A JAPANESE-PERUVIAN INTERNEE IN US CONCENTRATION CAMPS. Copyright 2000, text rights E&E Kudo and foreword rights UWP. One paper copy.


Henderson, Justin: ROLAND TERRY: MASTER NORTHWEST ARCHITECT. Copyright 2000, UWP. One cloth copy.

Farr, Sheila (essayist) with Foreword by Barbara Straker James: LEO KENNEY: A RETROSPECTIVE. Copyright 2000, Museum of Northwest Art, and essay rights Sheila Farr. One cloth copy.


Thompson, Scott M.: I WILL TELL OF MY WAR STORY: A PICTORIAL ACCOUNT OF THE NEZ PERCE WAR. Copyright 2000, UWP. One paper copy.

Brown, Steven C., Averill, Lloyd J, and Bill Holm: SUN DOGS AND EAGLE DOWN: THE INDIAN PAINTINGS OF BILL HOLM, Copyright 2000, UWP. One cloth copy.


Herzog, Melanie Anne: ELIZABETH CATLETT: AN AMERICAN ARTIST IN MEXICO. Copyright 2000, UWP. One cloth copy.


Kaufman, Robert G.: HENRY M. JACKSON: A LIFE IN POLITICS. Copyright 2000, UWP. One cloth copy.

Scates, Shelby: WAR & POLITICS BY OTHER MEANS: A JOURNALIST'S MEMOIR. Copyright 2000, UWP. One cloth copy.


Duncan, John B.: THE ORIGINS OF THE CHOSON DYNASTY. Copyright 2000, UWP. One cloth copy.


Salomon, Richard: A GANDHARI VERSION OF THE RHINOCEROS SUTRA. Copyright 2000, UWP. One cloth copy.


Duncan, Kate C.: 1001 CURIOUS THINGS: YE OLDE CURIOSITY SHOP AND NATIVE AMERICAN ART. Copyright 2000, UWP. One cloth copy.


De Graaf, Lawrence B.; Mulroy, Kevin; and Guinart, Taylor (Ed.): SEEKING EL DORADO: AFRICANAMERICANS IN CALIFORNIA. Copyright 2001, Autry Museum of Western Heritage. One cloth copy.

De Laguna, Frederica: TRAVELS AMONG THE DENA: EXPLORING ALASKA'S YUKON VALLEY. Copyright 2000, UWP. One cloth copy.

Thai, Ho Anh: THE WOMEN ON THE ISLAND: A NOVEL. Copyright 2000, UWP for English translation. One cloth copy.


Tsai, Shih-Shan Henry: PERPETUAL HAPPINESS: THE MING EMPEROR YONGLE. Copyright 2001, UWP. One cloth copy.


Berkey, Jonathan P.: POPULAR PREACHING & RELIGIOUS AUTHORITY IN THE MEDIEVAL ISLAMIC NEAR EAST. Copyright 2001, UWP. One cloth copy.

Blair, Karen J., ed.: WOMEN IN PACIFIC NORTHWEST HISTORY, REV. ED. Copyright 2001, UWP. One paper copy.

Bozdogan, Sibel: MODERNISM AND NATION BUILDING: TURKISH ARCHITECTURAL CULTURE IN THE EARLY REPUBLIC. Copyright 2001, UWP. One cloth copy.


Chaqueri, Cosroe: ORIGINS OF SOCIAL DEMOCRACY IN MODERN IRAN. Copyright 2001 UWP/Curzon. One cloth copy.


Farr, Sheila: JAMES MARTIN: ART RUSTLER AT THE RIVOLI. Copyright 2001, UWP. One cloth copy.

Friedheim, Robert L., ed.: TOWARD A SUSTAINABLE WHALING REGIME. Copyright 2001, UWP. One cloth copy.


Larson, Katherine: THE WOVEN COVERLETS OF NORWAY. Copyright UWP/Nordic Heritage Museum of Seattle. One cloth copy.


Mintz, Alan: POPULAR CULTURE AND THE SHAPING OF HOLOCAUST MEMORY IN AMERICA. Copyright 2001, UWP. One cloth copy.

Pegg, Carole: MONGOLIAN MUSIC, DANCE & ORAL NARRATIVE. Copyright 2001, UWP. One cloth copy.


Wishnick, Elizabeth: MENDING FENCES: THE EVOLUTION OF MOSCOW'S CHINA POLICY FROM BREZHNEV TO YELTSIN. Copyright 2001, UWP. One cloth copy.


Felt, Margaret Elley: GYPPO LOGGER. Copyright UWP, 2002. One paper copy.


Grotenhuis, Elizabeth Ten, ed.: ALONG THE SILK ROAD. Copyright Smithsonian Institution 2002, in association with UWP. One paper copy.
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171  

Harrell, Stevan. WAYS OF BEING ETHNIC IN SOUTHWEST CHINA. 2001. Edited manuscript.


172  


Stein, Julie. EXPLORING COAST SALISH PREHISTORY. 2001. Edited manuscript.
Wehr, Wes. THE EIGHTH LIVELY ART, paperback reprint. 2001. Edited manuscript and proofs.

de Graaf, Lawrence, Kevin Mulroy, and Quintard Taylor. SEEKING EL DORADO: AFRICAN AMERICANS IN CALIFORNIA. 2001. Edited manuscript.


Wright, Robin K. NORTHERN HAIDA MASTER CARVERS. 2001. Edited manuscript.

Duncan, Kate. 1001 CURIOUS THINGS: YE OLDE CURIOSITY SHOP AND NATIVE AMERICAN ART. 2001. Edited manuscript.


Frey, Rodney. LANDSCAPE TRAVELED BY COYOTE AND CRANE. 2001. Edited manuscript.

Kreamer, Christine and Sarah Fee, Eds. OBJECTS AS ENVOYS: CLOTH, IMAGERY, AND DIPLOMACY IN MADAGASCAR. 2002. Edited manuscript.


